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Physics Learners and International Scientists' Encounters
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Volunteers>50 Partner Organizations25



Provide opportunities for students especially in
rural schools to have access to science
through international scientists' encounters
and exposure to different career opportunities.

What we do:



Students
80.5%

Teachers
12.6%

Others (Recent Grads,Staff, Private)
6.9%

Participants
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6,610
Participants on Zoom

87.2K
Audience reached on
Facebook live-stream

International physics icons
14

80.5%
are students



Participants on Zoom
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26%

5%

69%

Most of the opportunities are concentrated in the National Capital Region

Visayas: Central and Eastern regions

Mindanao: Northern Mindanao, the CARAGA
region, Western Mindanao and Bangsamoro
Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao,
also from Datu Igwas Indigenous Peoples
Integrated School (Kidapawan, North
Cotabato)

Luzon: University of the Philippines - Diliman,
Central Luzon State University, Mapua
University, and Rizal Technological University 
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The accessibility of this meetup is a dream come true with a crisis going on. It's
warming to think that there is an organization that hasn't given up hope in order to
throw inspiration to people and mold them to become the next scientist that would
contribute effort to the advancement of humanity. I may not have the capability to
exchange something for now but with this, I will try my best to hone my ability in
Physics to make this sponsorship worth it. I thank all who are involved.
Physics student from Mindanao

Euros received from ICTP Physics
Without Frontiers as grant for
mobile data subsidy to students

1,200
Students received mobile data
subsidy to access the internet during
the sessions

1,242



Streaming venues in schools



My physics journey comes with its share of doubts, and I came to a point
where I was discouraged and unmotivated. I saw a Physics Meetup post on
Facebook and joined out of curiosity, not expecting to get anything out of it.
But during the Meetup, I found the inspiration I could not quite explain. Since
then, I have been eager to join the following sessions. For that, I am thankful.

David Paul Jinayon
Special Science Teacher I - Physics

Philippine Science High School - CARAGA Region Campus
 

It always gives me excitement
whenever I join Physics Meetup
sessions. I always look forward to
listening to the speakers because
before, I only got to hear them on
the news. Some of them are
mentioned in books that I have
read or in magazines, and some
are authors. Now, with Physics
Meetup, I get not just to listen but
meet them as well!

Cherry Ponteras
Physics Teacher in High School

Malitbog Agricultural High School
 

Events such as those organized
by the Physics Meetup (PWF
Philippines) team should be
recognized, applauded,
replicated, and intensified. We
need to make science
reachable and relevant to the
Filipino people, especially to the
youth.

 Jason Tajores
Physics Instructor
Ateneo de Davao Univ.

In high school, I volunteered for Physics
Meetup. After attending numerous sessions,
not only did I get to listen to the lectures of
iconic scientists, but I also got to converse
and interact with them (and for some, I even
asked for advice). I’m now in college,
gratefully bringing with me the experiences
Physics Meetup opened my doors to such
as documenting, responding, and emceeing
for the scientists that I also strive to be.

Julianne Marc Tamayo
Astrophysics Student

University of California - San Diego, USA
From Bacolod City National High School

Negros Occidental, Philippines
 



Media Exposure (National TV News/ TEDx Talk)



Next Steps

Create posters about our guest
scientists (research specialization,
notable achievement) and
distribute them to rural schools

Partner with more STEM public
high schools in the Philippines

https://www.ictp.it/physics-without-
frontiers/current-country-projects/philippines.aspx

Website

@physicsmeetup

Social Media

physicsmeetup@gmail.com


